DAVOS KLOSTERS – THE SINGLE TRACK PARADISE OF THE ALPS
To us, biking is not only passion but also lifestyle. The wide variety of offers in the Destination Davos Klosters
inspires with spectacular views, wonderful nature experiences and high-quality single trails featuring
much flow.
Davos Klosters and the Prättigau Valley stand for endless nature and trail experiences (1300 km of signposted tours)
in alpine terrain – because here the trail is the destination. A trail crew ensures perfectly maintained trails to guarantee
a high level of fun and flow. The technical fine-tuning is done in one of the bike parks as well as on the dirt line in the
Davos Adventure Park.
10′000 Vertical Meters – An ultimate Enduro Kick
«A unique enduro experience for mountain bikers» is the Bahnentour for Thomas Giger, owner of the Ride Magazine.
Bahnentour means: eight ascents on different mountain transport facilities and then descents of almost 10′000 vertical
metres along different single trails – no wonder the 81 km long tour causes a sensation. Climbs of 635 vertical metres
are also part of it. Sporty riders master this challenge in one day – the nature experience can be enjoyed better during
several stages (e.g. two days).
«100 K» – Single Trail Runs in One Day
It›s like that often: the younger sister is bigger than the older one and this also happened to the Bahnentour Davos
Klosters. For the 2018 season, a Bahnentour variant has been created with new routing and a new standard. The route
«100 K» offers almost 100 km of single trail descents with ascents of 710 vertical metres and descents of 8′590 vertical
metres. The principle has been maintained: no trail is ridden twice and nine mountain transport facilities are now used
for the ascents.
The epic bike experience: Alps Epic Trail Davos
This unique trail was awarded as Switzerland′s first Epic Model Trail by the IMBA (International Mountain Bicycling
Association) and with over 80% single trail share belongs to the circle of the best mountain bike trails in the world. With
38 km it is also the longest single trail in Switzerland and challenges cracks with a total of 615 vertical meters ascent and
2′070 vertical metres descent. «One shouldn′t miss out on the endlessly beautiful nature, a fresh beer from the local
brewery in quaint Davos Monstein and a lunch of local specialities in Jenisberg›s small restaurant,» says Michi Wild
from the Bike Academy Davos.
Roller Coaster with plenty of Airtime and Flow
The A-Line in Klosters was built according to the great role model in Whistler, British Columbia. The flowy trail for young
and old, beginners and experienced riders winds down 6 km from Gotschnaboden into the valley. With numerous jumps,
steep face bends, bumps and north-shore elements, the trail offers maximum riding fun. You›re the boss on the slopes!
You can overcome the obstacles in high jumps with a lot of style or you can gradually approach your first jumps.
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No one is born a Master…
The Davos Adventure Park has an integrated bike park that provides terrain for riders of all ages and technical abilities.
While advanced riders dare to do the jumps, beginners practice in the skills park or on the pump track. The bike park is
designed in such a way that bikers can improve their skills during every turn and change to the next difficult obstacle any
time. The skills course is perfect for assessing and improving one′s riding skills. From summer 2018 the Bikepark Davos
will also offer a rezi landing. This facility, unique in Switzerland, enables the biker to practice jumps and land softly at the
same time. Entry to the bike park is free with an own mountain bike, the rental of dirt bikes is possible during the opening
hours of the Davos Adventure Park.
Trail Tolerance is a Priority
In Davos Klosters, hikers and mountain bikers use the same paths without restrictions. This applies to the whole canton
of Grisons and is unique in the Alps. It is made possible by a tolerant and considerate attitude from all sides. Mountain
bikers slow down at walking speed when overtaking and stop on narrow paths when traversing to make room for hikers.
Walkers also accept the mountain bikers as equal users of the trail and, when approaching each other, clear the way
wherever possible and sensible. More on davos.ch/happy-riding
A Trail Crew for perfect Single Trails
Among mountain bikers, Davos Klosters is considered a pioneering bike destination. A trail crew has been employed since
several years. The shapers are out on the paths and trails every day. In addition to the actual maintenance of the path to
prevent erosion and landscape damage, stream crossovers are built, landslides are shovelled away, the surroundings are
maintained, fence passageways are installed, etc.
Biking in Davos Klosters is Profitable
If you prefer to go downhill or save a few minutes of time, you can use the five local mountain transport facilities. Thanks
to the «Davos Klosters Inclusive» offer, bikers benefit from free travel to the most beautiful peaks. The only fee is for bike
transport: a single trip costs CHF 5, a day ticket CHF 10, a season pass CHF 100, but if you choose accommodation in one
of the bike hotels listed on the Davos Klosters website, you receive a free day pass for bike transport from one overnight
stay. The bike package also includes: free laundry service for your bike clothing, lockable storage room, repair station,
bike guides, tour advice and a bike washing area.
All-round Services for Mountain Bikers
In Davos Klosters bikers receive a practically complete service. In addition to the above-mentioned mountain transport
systems and bike hotels, there is a bike shuttle bus that takes bikers to any starting point of their choice by appointment.
Various specialised and sports shops offer new bikes, spare parts or repair services, as well as rental of various mountain
bike models - including the increasingly popular electric mountain bikes.
Further information at davos.ch/bike or klosters.ch/bike

Destination Davos Klosters
Davos Klosters is one of the most famous holiday resorts in the world and boasts the most comprehensive holiday,
sports and meeting facilities in the mountains. Although the contrast between urban Davos and idyllic Klosters
could not be greater, both villages, which lie only ten minutes drive from each other, have one thing in common:
their fascinating and breathtaking mountain backdrop.
www.davos.ch | www.klosters.ch
Further information
Basic articles, facts and figures as well as background information can be obtained in our Media Corner.
News can be found on our news page or on our social media channels – Facebook, Instagram, Twitter
or YouTube.
Photos
You can download print-quality images for editorial use directly from our website:
Image database Davos Klosters.
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